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BOOK REVIEWS 

 

Shorskiy geroicheskiy èpos [The Shor heroic epic]. Edited and translated 
by Dmitry A. Funk.  Vol. I. Moscow: Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, 
RAS, 2010. 392 pages. 240 RUR (appr. $8.00) (2nd ed. and vols. II and III available 
free of charge from the Dept. of Culture and National Politics of Kemerovo 
Province). 

Vol. II. Shorskiy geroicheskiy èpos: Shorskiy fol’klor v obrabotke O. I. Blagoveshchenskoy 
[The Shor heroic epic: Shor folklor as prepared for publication by O. I. 
Blagoveshchenskaya]. Kemerovo:  Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, 
RAS/ Dept. of Culture and National Politics of Kemerovo Province, 2011. 171 
pages. 

Vol. III. Shorskiy geroicheskiy èpos: Sybazyn-Olak, Vysporennaya Altyn-Turgu, Kara-
Xan [The Shor heroic epic: Sybazyn-Olak, The Quarrelsome Altyn-Torgu, Kara-
Khan]. Skazitel’ V. E. Tannagashev [Singer V. E. Tannagashev]. Kemerovo: 
Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, RAS/ Dept. of Culture and National 
Politics of Kemerovo Province, 2012. 277 pages, plus CD. 

The Shors are one of the smaller Turkic-speaking peoples of Siberia; they 
live mostly in Mountain Shoria, an area situtated in the foothills of the Altay and 
Sayan mountains in the Kemerovo province.  According to the 2002 census there 
were ca. 14,000 Shors, of whom ca. 6,000 stated that they could speak the Shor 
language; linguists assume that perhaps only about 500 persons can speak Shor 
fluently. 1  The Shor language is clearly one of the endangered languages of 
Siberia.  Equally menaced by extinction is the Shors’ tradition of oral epic poetry. 
This type of oral narrative is generally called nïbaq, which simply means ‘tale’; 
other terms are also found, depending on the dialect.  These oral narratives are as 
a rule performed in a mixture of verse and prose (or prosimetrum), the verse 
passages sung in a particular singing style, distinguished by its ‘throaty 
character’ and deep register (called qay), to the accompaniment of a plucked 
instrument (called qomus or qay qomus).  The prose passages are recited and 
summarize the sung passages.  In a number of cases the singers have recorded 
their epics themselves; in these cases the verse-passages only are written down. 
Similarly, a singer might recite rather than sing the verse lines when dictating the 
epic to a scholar.  As all genre terms, the term ‘epic’ for these narratives is 
misleading when defined within a Western framework, especially with reference 
to Homer.  In length these oral narratives vary between 200 verse-lines and over 
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3,000 lines.  In conception they are hero tales, with a strong admixture of 
mythological motifs.  Native scholars classify these oral narrative poems as 
‘èpicheskie bogatyrskie poèmy’ (epic heroic poems), ‘geroicheskie skazaniya’ and, in 
Shor, ‘alïptïq nïbaqtar’ (heroic narratives) or simply, as in the books reviewed 
here, ‘shorskiy èpos’ (Shor epic).  In the following the term ‘epic’ will be used, a 
usage for which a number of arguments can be proffered; this, however, is not 
the place for a discussion of genre questions. 

The earliest texts of Shor epics are found in the first volume of Wilhelm 
Radloff’s monumental collection of Turkic oral traditions, which was published 
in 1866.  Radloff printed eight oral epics, comprising between ca. 200 and ca. 500 
lines, both in the original language and in German translation. 2  The next 
important publication of Shor epics appeared only seventy-five years later, in 
1940.  In a book on Shor folklore, N. P. Dyrenkova edited six epics, with facing 
Russian translations, from the rich material she had collected.3  It took almost 
another sixty years till the next substantial publication of Shor epic poetry came 
out.  In 1998 two epics from the folklore material collected by A. I. Chudoyakov 
were published, with Russian translations, as volume 17 in the excellent series of 
the Philological Institute of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences, “Pamyatniki fol’klora narodov Sibiri i Dal’nego Vostoka” (Monuments of the 
folklore of the peoples of Siberia and the Far East).  A special feature of this 
edition is that for the sung passages of the first epic (Qan Pergen) notations have 
been provided (by R. B. Nazarenko) and that some of these passages can be 
listend to on an accompanying  7” record.4 

The three volumes of Shor epics published by D. A. Funk mark a 
milestone in the study of Shor oral epic poetry.  These volumes represent not 
only the largest collection of Shor epics published so far, but they contain also a 
wealth of information, first-hand observations on the transmission and 
performance of Shor epics and, as a valuable addition to the third volume, a 
compact disk with, inter alia, a video of the complete performance of one of the 
epics edited and translated in this volume (Qara-Qan, ca. 35 minutes of recited 
text).  The epic was performed by the Shor singer Vladimir Yegorovich 
Tannagashev (1932-2007).  Tannashev performed the poem in 2006, shortly 
before his death.  He was the last traditional singer (or qaychï) of the Shors, and it 
is mostly from his repertoire that the texts of the three volumes come, i.e. three 
epics in the first volume and three in the third volume.5  Tannagashev was not 
only a tradition-bearer who performed oral narratives, but he also wrote down 
some of the epics in his repertoire.  Five of these six epics transmitted and 
performed by Tannagashev were written down by himself; the sixth (Qara-Qan) 
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was recorded and taken down by D. Funk; it is the narrative mentioned above 
that is available as a video on the compact disk accomanying the third volume. 

In addition to Tannagashev’s six epic poems, the first volume contains 
also an epic performed by Stepan Semënovich Torbokov (1900-1980) and the 
second volume six epic poems, of which two are from Torbokov (all three texts 
written down by the singer himself), two from Vasily Yakovlevich Kusurgashev, 
one from Gavril Ivanovich Shmarkin, and one from V. M. Kul’bizekov.6  The 
epics in volume II were written down in 1947 and 1948 on the initiative of O. I. 
Blagoveshchenskaya, a teacher in the Pedagogical Institute in Novokuznetsk 
(then Stalin), who also translated the texts.  The material now published in 
volume II (comprising also six short naratives and legends) is preserved in 
manuscript form in the archives of the State Literature Museum in Moscow; it 
was prepared for publication in 1951, but never saw the light of day. Only the 
Russian translations were meant to be published; volume II therefore only 
contains the translations, but not the original texts. 

With the death of Tannagashev in 2006 the living tradition of Shor oral 
epics has to all intents and purposes come to an end.  In this situation, it is 
particularly important to do field-work among the last survivors of an oral 
tradition and to publish all the material that has been recorded and written 
down, either by scholars or by the singers themselves.  As everybody who as 
ever recorded oral poetry, especially longer narrative songs or epics, will know, 
the path from the transcription of the words sung or spoken by the singer to the 
published and translated text is a long and thorny one.  D. Funk has done a 
excellent job in his edition and translation of Shor epics.  The texts have been 
edited with great care.  Funk has given us a trustworth textual basis, with all 
linguistic idiosyncrasies preserved and commented upon.  Each text is heavily 
annotated, with a great number of elucidations, mostly of linguistic problems. 
Our knowledge of the Shor language, in particular of its traditional lexicon, is 
greatly increased by the various commentaries to the texts edited and translated. 
In addition, the typed version of Tannagashev’s text in volume I (Künnü körčeŋ 
Kün-Köök [Kün-Köök, who does not see the sun])7 is given in an appendix, as 
well as the images of the two manuscripts written by Tannageshev that form the 
basis of two epics in volume III (Sïbazïn-Olaq and Talašqa čörgen Altïn-Torġu [The 
quarrelsome Altïn-Torġu], on the accompanying CD). 

Not only linguistic problems are addressed; there is also ample 
information on the singers or qayčï, their manner of performance and the texts 
themselves as heroic poems.  Every text has an introduction, with a discussion of 
its contents and structure.  The translations keep fairly close to the original and 
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give a trustworthy and readable rendition of the Shor texts.  Both epic scholars 
and turcologists must be grateful to Dmitry A. Funk for having published these 
precious oral poems from a fast disaappearing world.  Given the widespread 
ignorance of Russian among scholars of the West, it would be highly 
recommendable to have some of the texts of Funk’s splendid three volumes 
translated into English. 

Karl Reichl 
(Professor emeritus, University of Bonn, Germany). 

                                                 
1.  For general information on the Shors, see V. M. Kimeev, “Shortsy”, in 

Tyurksie narody Sibiri [The Turkic peoples of Siberia], ed. D. A. Funk and N. A. 
Tomilov (Moscow: Nauka, 2006), 236-323; on the linguistic situation, see N. 
Stukova, “The Sociolinguistic Situation in Mountain Shoria,” in Exploring the 
Eastern Frontiers of Turkic, ed. M. Erdal and I. Nevskaja (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 2006), 243-50. 

2 . Proben der Volkslitteratur der türkischen Stämme Süd-Sibiriens. I. Die 
Dialecte des eigentlichen Altai: der Altaier, Teleuten, Lebed-Tataren, Schoren und 
Sojonen, ed. and trans. W. Radloff  [V. V. Radlov in Russian]. St. Peterburg, 1866; 
2 vols.; text volume 310-399, translation volume 334-423. 

3 .  Shorskiy fol’klor [Shor folklore], ed. and trans. N. P. Dyrenkova. 
(Moscow: Izd. Akademii Nauk SSSR, 1940),  8-235. 

4 .  Shorskie geroicheskie skzaniya: Kan Pergen, Altyn Syryk [Shor heroic 
narratives: Kan Pergen, Altyn Syryk], ed. and trans. A. I. Chudoyakov, R. B. 
Nazarenko et al., (Moscow, Novosibirsk: Nauka, 1998).  On editions and 
translations of Shor epics, see also A. N. Arbachakova, Tekstologiya shorskogo 
geroicheskogo èposa [Textology of the Shor heroic epic] (Novosibirsk: Nauka, 2001). 

5.  The epics in volume I are Ay qar’attïg Qara-Qan (Qara-Qan with the jet-
black horse) (575 lines), Qïrïq qulaš sïnnïg qara sar’attïg Qan-Mergen (Qan-Mergen 
with the forty fathom long dark dun horse) (678 lines), Künnü körčeŋ Kün-Köök 
(Kün Köök, who does not see the sun) (972 lines); the epics in volume III are 
Sïbazïn-Oolaq (792 lines), Talašqa čörgen Altïn-Torġu  (The quarrelsome Altïn-
Torġu) (438 lines), Qara-Qan (795 lines).  On the Tannagashev as the last Shor 
epic singer, see volume I, pp. 139-159.  

6.  The epic in volume I is Qannaŋ čabïs Qan-Pergen (Qan-Pergen, the 
smallest of khans) (Torbokov, 883 lines); the epics in volume II are Qan-Čayzan 
and Pij-Čayzan (Torbokov, 3272 lines), Kök-Aday (Tobokov, 1841 lines), Küzegen 
Čayzan (Kusurgashev, prose), Aq-Salgïn (Kusurgashev, prose), Altïn-Qan 
(Shmarkin, 632 lines), Qara-Qan (Kul’bizekov , prose). 
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7.  Shor körčeŋ means ‘who sees’ rather than ‘who doesn’t see’, but as Funk 

explains, this is an idiosyncratic usage of the suffix –čeŋ by the singer; vol. I; 275-
276. 


